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Introduction of Security Token

A security token is a digital representation of an 
investment contract in a real-world asset.  

An investment contract entails: 

(1) an investment of money 

(2) in a common enterprise with 

(3) a reasonable expectation of profits 

(4) to be derived from the efforts of others.  

These elements comprise what is well-known as the 
“Howey Test.”  An issuer of a security token must 
register the offer and sale of the security tokens with 
the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) unless a 
valid exemption to registration applies.  

Definition

Category of Security Tokens

Security tokens can be classified in two categories: 
Share-like Tokens and Asset-backed Tokens. 

Share-like tokens represent the ownership of companies, 
such as stock shares. Share-like tokens holders can enjoy 
dividends, profit shares, or some interest in the future 
success of the company. 

Investors who own an asset-backed token enjoy the 
ownership of part of an asset, such as real estate, and 
secure rights to revenue generating from the backed-
asset.

Source: medium.com/ @tatianakoffman/your-official-guide-to-the-security-token-
ecosystem-61a805673db7



Differences between STO, IPO & ICO

T+2 24/7 24/7

Security 
Token 
Offering

STO is similar to ICO. However, as
STOs issue token securities, the
process of STO should be compliant
with securities laws, such as KYC and
AML requirements.

STO is “IPO” in digital currency. Since IPOs are for well settled companies,
such financing process is regulated by strict legal and compliance process,
and thus it has lower risk, higher threshold and more severe compliance.

Initial Coin Offering

Initial Public Offering

IPO STO ICO

Threshold

Execution Circle

Regulation

Risk of Investors

Issue Cost

V.S.

V.S.
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Advantages and disadvantages of STO

Cost Efficiency

STO eliminates the 
middleman, providing 
cheaper and more efficient 
public offering process.

High Liquidity

STO improves the liquidity 
of private equities and long-
term assets.

Compliance applicable

STO introduces more 
regulation participation.

Security Token 
Offerings

Fast, Ease Capital Formation

STO boosts the financing process 
thanks to automation of KYC and 
AML checks.

Global Trading Capability

STO enables investors and issuers 
to trade 24/7 anywhere in the 
world.

According to the securities law, there are
many restrictions and regulations addressed
to the transactions and the eligible investors
of security tokens.

Security tokens can not be traded freely due
to the compliance limitation, which brings
significant illiquidity to security tokens, or
even may destroy the network effects of
tokens.
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tZERO & BOX to partner 
on security token 

exchange

SEC announced Ether isn’t 
a security, but tokens 
based on Ether can be

Imaginea Ai launched fully 
regulated STO in Canada

MintHealth and Polymath  
partnered to issue the 

healthcare security token

Indiegogo allowed investors 
to purchase security tokens 

via its platform

SEC&FINRA provided 
approval for Coinbase to list 

security tokens

BlockSafe Technologies 
launched the presale round 

of STO

Templum Markets 
launched Aspen Digital 
Inc., a Tokenized Asset 

Offering

Mash Group partnered 
with DLA Piper to issue 
STO at its equity round.

tZERO issued SEC-
complaint security tokens

European tokenized 
security platform DESICO 

planned to issue STO

STO issuance

Compliance

Development

Key Events in STO Market 
from May to Oct 2018

OctAugJunMay
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Security Tokens 
Issuance & Exchange 

Hybrid Platform

Service 
Providers

Security Tokens 
Exchange

Current Market Players 
for Security Tokens

Security Tokens 
Issuance Platform



----------------------------------

Polymath provides a network connecting token investors, 
token issuers, smart contract developers, legal experts and 
other services. The Polymath platform embraces the 
blockchain technology to offer token-based solutions for 
securitizing stocks, bonds and other assets.

Company Introduction

Trevor Koverko(CEO) is an entrepreneur, blockchain founder, 
investor and speaker.

Adam Dossa(Director of Technology) has rich working 
experience in machine learning and smart contract 
development. Gradated from University of Oxford, Adam 
Dossa also has 10+ years financial working experiences in 
Morgan Stanley.

Team

-----------------------------------------------------------

Analysis
As a pioneer company in the security token offering 
market, Polymath has become well-known to the public 
thanks to their outstanding marketing strength. Backed by 
the strong team and advisors, Polymath has developed 
broad partnerships with other leading companies in the 
industry (like tZERO, CrowdfundX). However, Polymath 
outsources KYC validation, legal compliance and token 
development, which raises concerns about the regulatory 
management and technical sophistication of the company.

Profile

Operation Model
The platform develops a protocol which embeds financial 
and compliance requirements on the design of security 
tokens. Token issuers, investors and other market 
participants can collaborate to complete the compliant 
security token issuance in Polymath platform. POLY, an 
ERC20 token, is used as the economic unit in the whole 
launching process.

------------------------------------------------------------

Score

156
GitHub 

Commits
( Recent Half Year) 

Website: polymath.network/index.html

ICO

$59 MFund

Round

Technical Sophistication

Regulatory Compliance

Ease to use

Partnership

Star STO Market Player
Issuance Platform



Star STO Market Player
Issuance Platform
----------------------------------

Securitize is an end-to-end platform for both issuers and 
investors who want to manage their digital securities. The 
Securitize DS Protocol provides a compliance solution for all 
the STO market participants throughout the entire digital 
security lifecycle.

Company Introduction

--------------------------

Carlos Domingo(CEO) is a senior executive, entrepreneur, 
blockchain investor. He is also the Co-Founder & Managing 
Partner of SPiCE VC.

Shay Finkelstein(CTO), previous CTO of DataPhase, has 
extensive experience as a software developer in leading 
development teams for over 20 years.

Team

---------------------------------- Analysis
Securitize has a host of KYC, AML and international 
regulatory rules, which promises the token-issuance 
companies and investors full compliance with securities 
laws. Securitize builds a full stack platform with specialized 
tools for both investors and issuers, enabling users to 
manage their digital securities from one convenient 
dashboard. With the support of SPiCE VC, the company is 
now looking for partnerships with more issuers, investors 
and exchanges to expand the business.

-------------------------

Profile

Operation Model
With KYC, AML and ICO rules built-in, Securitize 
provides seamless compliance integration solutions for 
issuers, investors and Exchanges. Besides, Securitize 
offers custom website and management back-end 
services. Securitize will charge issuer a one-time fee as 
well as monthly fee for the use of the platform.

------------------
---------------

Score

6
GitHub 
Commits 
( Recent Half Year) 

Website: securitize.io

A spin-off of SPiCE VC
Not available

Technical Sophistication

Regulatory Management

Ease to use

Partnership

Fund

Round



Star STO Market Player
Issuance Platform
----------------------------------

Harbor develops a platform for tokenizing private securities 
including real estate, company equity, investment funds, etc. 
Harbor makes it possible to transform rights to an asset into a 
digital token, unlocking liquidity to investors and issuers.

Company Introduction

--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--

Joshua Stein(CEO) has years of legal working experience, is 
the previous VP at Zenefits

Bob Remeika(CTO) has rich experience in engineer. He is the 
previous senior engineer at Yammer.

Team

--------------
-----------------

Analysis
The R-token standard helps the company to manage the 
compliance concerns about the token sales. Most of the 
team members in Harbor have technical background, 
ensuring the technical sophistication of the company. 
Harbor is a newly built platform for private security 
tokenization. Facing the strong competition in the STO 
market, Harbor is still on its way to seek partnerships with 
other leading companies. 

-------------------------

Profile

Operation Model
Harbor builds a protocol to tokenize private securities 
with legal compliance. Harbor creates R-token standard 
to integrate legal regulations, financial limitations, tax 
rules, KYC/AML policies into the issuance of tokens. The 
users are charged fees based on the size of the projects.

------------------
---------------

Score

4
GitHub 
Commits 
( Recent Half Year) 

Website: harbor.com

Technical Sophistication

Regulatory Management

Ease to use

Partnership

Series A

$10 MFund

Round



Star STO Market Player
Issuance Platform
----------------------------------

Built on TokenD and the Stellar blockchain, the Swarm Fund 
is a real-world asset tokenization platform. Swarm Fund 
constructs a decentralized capital market place, allowing 
real world assets to be tokenized.

Company Introduction

Philipp Pieper(CEO) is a serial tech entrepreneur, previous 
founder of Proximic, and is mentor at Stanford’s StarX, 
Singularity Univeristy.

Frank Taylor(Head of AI) has nearly 20 years of experience with 
statistical modeling and machine learning.

Team

--------------
----------------- Analysis

Since initiated in 2014, the project is operating as planned 
in its roadmap. Swarm Fund has successfully cumulated 
several security token offerings experiences in recent 
times. To ensure the legal compliance, Swarm announced 
its Market Access Protocol with KYC, AML built-in to 
provide open infrastructure for security token industry. 
Collaborated with market leading companies like 
MakerDao, Argon Group, Swarm Fund is now working on 
the business expansion and further STOs.

-------------------------

Profile

Operation Model
Using SRC20 protocol, Swarm Fund offers small investors 
the access to the real world assets like real estate, 
renewables, agriculture. Swarm Fund applies two-tier token 
system which allows members use utility tokens to 
participate in governance, and use sub-tokens to make 
investment. Individuals invest cryptocurrencies into assets 
and receive SRC20 tokens in return.

------------------
---------------

Score

4
GitHub 
Commits 
( Recent Half Year) 

Website: swarm.fund/

Technical Sophistication

Regulatory Management

Ease to use

Partnership

ICO

$5.5 MFund

Round

-----------------



----------------------------------

Founded in 2017, Token IQ is a leading securities and 
investment contract tokenization platform. The company 
provide a turnkey solution for tokenization of securities and 
investment with the goal of eliminating middleman, 
reducing fees and creating a frictionless environment.

Company Introduction

Mark Vange (Chairman) is a serial technology entrepreneur 
with 60+ patents, and has extensive experience in company 
management.

Anselm Hook(CTO) is the co-founder of MakerLab, previously 
co-founder & developer at Liminal AR @ Samsung.

Team

-------------------------------------------------------

Analysis
Token IQ utilizes the SaaS blockchain technology to 
convert the traditional assets into digital security tokens, 
adding liquidity to the real-world illiquidity assets. The 
solution enables a more efficient capital formation method 
for the issuers and investors. With KYC token, Token IQ 
provide full compliant measure for STO issuers. The 
company has partnered with O2 Capital, Dealbox, 
TOKENMIX to expand its future STO services. Token IQ is 
expected to collaborated with more issuers and investors 
to promote its STO solution.

Profile

Operation Model
The platform helps the issuers to finalize the token 
creation. With KYC/AML built-in, Token IQ then 
implements compliant security token issuance. Besides, 
the company provides market making and investor 
management in further security token operation. Token 
IQ charges service fees based on the size of STO and 
other related factors.

------------------------------------------------------------

Score

1
GitHub 

Commits
( Recent Half Year) 

Website: https://www.tokeniq.io/

Seed

$1 MFund

Round

Technical Sophistication

Regulatory Compliance

Ease to use

Partnership

Star STO Market Player
Issuance Platform



Star STO Market Player
Exchange
----------------------------------

Coinbase platform is one of the world largest cypto-
exchange. Recently, company purchases three companies as
a means to becoming a regulated platform for offering
trading in security tokens, as well as to tokenize traditional
financial asset.

Company Introduction

Team

--------------
-------------------

Analysis
SEC and FINRA approved a number of acquisitions for the 
company, enabling them to offer “security-tokens” on the 
platform and subjects the business to federal oversight, 
indicating the strong compliance with regulation. However, 
it still has to improve their financial stability as monthly 
customer complaint about “money was not available when 
promises” in Mar. 2018. Coinbase has clear service charge 
guideline for each type of service.

-------------------------

Profile

Operation Model
Coinbase has two core products: GDAX and a user-facing 
retail broker of cryptocurrency for fiat currency. The 
exchange is seeking licenses as a broker-dealer, ATS, and a 
registered investment advisor. Revenue is generated when 
users buy or sell their currency though its Conversion 
Service.

------------------
---------------

Score

65

website: www.coinbase.com/
$225.3 MFund

Round

----------------------

…………………………..

…………………………..…
…
…
…
…
…
…
.

…
.…

…
…
…
…
…

Easy to use

Regulatory Compliance

Trading Ecosystem

Financial stability

Series D

Brain Armstrong ( CEO&Co-founder), co-founded Coinbase 
in2012, formerly worked as software engineer at Airbnb, 
developer at IBM, and consultant at Deloitte. 

Balaji Srinivasan (CTO), also the cofounder of Counsyl, 
Earnm Teleport and Coin Center, was previously CEO at 
Earn.com

GitHub 
Commits 
( Recent Half Year) 



Star STO Market Player
Exchange
----------------------------------

tZREO is building an exchange platform (DLR) that seeks to
offer traders access to the security token secondary market
by providing encrypted accounts, a trading venue and
clearing settlement services.

Company Introduction

Saum Noursalehi ( CEO), began as a software developer in 
2005, has been the BOD of Overstock for 13 years. 

Amit Goyal (CTO) joined tZREO from Overstock.com, 
where, as Senior Vice President of Product and Engineering.

Team

------------------------------- Analysis
tZERO the platform has 15 registered representatives 
holding the licenses of Series 4,7,24,27,57,62,63,66 and 
99. It also owns two SEC registered and FINRA Member 
broker-dealers. tZERO has comparatively strong financial 
stability since it is a portfolio company of Medical Ventures 
and the subsidiary of Overstock.com. However, 
undisclosed accurate quantitative measurement of the 
commission fee is quoted as “Users accrue fees based on 
the DLR price and routing costs.”

-------------------------

Profile

Operation Model
tZREO has engineered the DLR suite of software allowing 
broker-dealer licensees to both load and manage their 
inventory. Traders and investors who transact on the tZERO
trading venue will pay a small percentage or fixed transaction 
fee, which tZERO will recognize as revenue and will pay 10% 
of adjusted gross revenue to token holders on a quarterly 
basis 

------------------
---------------

Score

n/a

website: www.tzero.com

----------------------

Easy to use

Regulatory Compliance

Commission fees

Financial stability …………………………..

…………………………..…
…
…
…
…
…
…
.

…
.…

…
…
…
…
…

$ 134 MFund

Round ICO
GitHub 
Commits 
( Recent Half Year) 



----------------------

Star STO Market Player
Exchange
----------------------------------

OpenFinance Network seeks to offer a US securities 
regulation compliant trading venue for security tokens 
followed by a "full process platform" that includes issuer 
templates for security tokens as well as "advanced investor 
tools."

Company Introduction

Juan Hernandez (CEO) has a technical background as a 
developer at various startups, previously worked as trader

Kael Shipman (CTO) has over 12+ years of experience and 
is a veteran of the financial services software industry. He is 
also a regular contributor to many open source projects 
across the web.

Team

------------------------------- Analysis
OFN lunched the Beta of the trading platform on June 
2018, but the lunch appears to be delayed  by up to a year. 
The platform’s usability is difficult to foresee. Users can 
access to MetaMask to facilitates the ownership and 
transfer of token. The Recovery Sed Phrase can help to 
protect the fund under MetaMask account. OFN has a 
strong partnership relation with other, however, some of 
the partnerships are not fully conduced but list on the their 
website. 

-------------------------

Profile

Operation Model
OFN plan to be a combination of business models for token 
issuance platform and exchanges. It provides mechanisms for a 
securities token protocol, S3,and issuance, bringing a full end-to-
end solution for securities token issuance and trading. 
Openfinance will take an issuance fee followed by transaction 
fees for traders executed on its trading venue. 

------------------
---------------

Score

11

website: www.openfinance.io/

Venture

Not  disclosedFund

Round

……………………….…..

…………………………..…
…
…
…
…
…
…
.

…
.…

…
…
…
…
…

Easy to use

Regulatory Compliance

Commission fees

Financial stability

GitHub 
Commits 
( Recent Half Year) 



Star STO Market Player
Exchange
----------------------------------

The Bancor Protocol enables automatic price determination
and an autonomous liquidity mechanism for tokens on smart
contract blockchains, allowing users to instantly purchase or
liquidate a Smart Token for its connected tokens.

Company Introduction

Guy Benhartzi (CEO), Co-Founder, previously CEO @ 
Mytopia, formerly launched a Bitcoin marketplace platform 
APPCoin.

Yehuda Levi (CTO), also the advisor of VRT(Virtual Reality 
technology) , formerly launched a Bitcoin marketplace 
platform APPCoin.

Team

---------------------------------

Analysis
Price slippage is pre-calculated relative to transaction size 
and incorporated into current price.

Users can access to MetaMask to facilitates the ownership 
and transfer of token. Prices are calculated by the smart 
token so buys and sells use the same current price. No 
need to deposit in an exchange in order to convert 
between smart tokens.

-----------------------------

Profile

Operation Model
The Bancor protocol enables built-in price discovery and a 
liquidity mechanism for tokens on smart contract blockchains. 
These “smart tokens” hold one or more other tokens in 
reserve and enable any party to instantly purchase or 
liquidate the smart token in exchange for any of its reserve 
tokens.

------------------
---------------

Score

92

website: www.bancor.network

-------------------------

…………………………..

…………………………..…
…
…
…
…
…
…
.

…
.…

…
…
…
…
…

Easy to use

Regulatory Compliance

Commission fees

Financial stability

$156 MFund

Round ICO
GitHub 
Commits 
( Recent Half Year) 



Star STO Market Player
Hybrids Platform
----------------------------------

Templum offers issuers a platform for the initial sale of their 
tokenized securities. Besides, Templum also provides both 
issuers and investors a centralized platform for secondary 
trading.

Company Introduction

-------------------------------------------------------------

Christopher Pallotta(CEO) is graduated from New York 
University with a degree in Computer Science. He was a 
member of the board of directors in Fnatic Group.

Joseph Ramos(CFO) has 10+ years working experience in 
Siebert Financial Corporation

Team

-------------------------------

Analysis
Templum is registered with the SEC and FINRA as an 
alternative trading system (ATS) and a broker-dealer, 
providing a compliant environment for users. Partnered 
with CUSIP Global Service, Templum brings more 
sophisticated technology in building platform. However, 
the team of Templum do not show strong technical 
background, which brings concern on the future technical 
development of the project.

-------------------------------

Profile

Operation Model
Templum operates a marketplace with legal compliance 
for the both primary issuance and secondary trading of 
Security Tokens. Templum acts as both a STO issuance 
platform and a alternative trading system(ATS) & broker-
dealer. Users can issue/buy/sell security tokens in 
Templum. Service fee will be charged for the use of the 
platform.  

------------------
---------------

Score

20

website: www. tradetemplum.com

SEED

$12.7 MFund

Round

PartnershipTechnical 
Sophistication

LegLegal
Management

Liquidity

--------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------

------------------

GitHub 
Commits 
( Recent Half Year) 



Star STO Market Player
Hybrids Platform
----------------------------------

Securrency is a provider of financial and regulatory 
technology products for the tokenized issuance and trading 
of securities.

Company Introduction

-------------------------------------------------------------

Dan Doney(CEO) is the former Chief Innovation Officer at 
the Defense Intelligence Agency. 20+ years of experience 
in emerging technology development and finance.

John Hensel(COO) served in senior program management 
positions with the U.S. Navy for 25 years.

Team

-------------------------------

Analysis
Securrency creates interoperability among blockchains and 
legacy systems with associated DIBS. It partners with 
GoChain, seriesOne and Correcting to grow STO service, 
and provides Instant liquidity for previously illiquid asset 
classes. What’s more, Securrency deals with the heavy 
lifting of accreditation, KYC and AML across nearly all 
global jurisdictions, cutting down on companies’ legal, 
regulatory, and compliance costs.

-------------------------

Profile

Operation Model
Securrency creates compliant tokenized securities for 
issuers using its innovative RegTex technology. Its 
proprietary services not only enforce compliance in the 
onboarding (KYC/AML/KYW), subscription and issuance 
process, but also use iTokenTM technology to ensure 
tokenized securities remain compliant after issuance, 
including trades in secondary-market.

------------------
---------------

Score

1

website: www.securrency.com/

Technical 
Sophistication

Legal
Management

LiquidityPartnership

-------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------

------------------

Not disclosed

Not  disclosedFund

Round

GitHub 
Commits 
( Recent Half Year) 



Star STO Market Player
Service Provider
----------------------------------

AnyPay provides various services, one of which is STO
advisory. This platform supports companies to conduct
STOs in a compliant and streamlined manner.

Company Introduction

Sawako Ohno(CEO) previously worked at Boston 
Consulting Group and Google as an Industry Analyst.

Tomo Nakamura(CTO) previously worked at Goldman 
Sachs, developing Settlement and Clearance systems 
for stocks and bonds.

Team

------------------------------- Analysis
AnyPay, partnered with venture capitals such as DasCapital, 
gumi ventures and B Dash Ventures, as well as Layer X and 
Decentralizedtech Research Institute, has successfully 
supported STOs, such as Drivezy(17.5M USD raised) .Its 
advisory team is led by members with a wide-ranging 
experience of working at companies such 
as Google, BCG, Goldman Sachs, PwC, and Rakuten. 
However there maybe concern about team member’s 
technical capability, which need time to prove.

-------------------------

Profile

Operation Model
Originally offering a one-stop ICO advisory service, 
Anypay plans to launch a new fundraising security token 
system, which provide integrated services for launching 
STOs, smart contract development and legal 
compliance. Advisory fee are charged according to 
specific cases.

------------------
---------------

Score

5

website: www.anypay-sg.com/services/index.html

---------------------- Profession of Advisor
Successful case
Partnership

GitHub 
Commits 
( Recent Half Year) Not disclosed

Not  disclosedFund

Round



Star STO Market Player
Service Provider
----------------------------------

Galaxy Digital is a diversified Asset Management Firm.
The advisory team provide clients with the full spectrum
of services, including, but not limited to general
corporate advisory, M&A, transaction advisory,
restructuring, capital raising. technology.

Company Introduction

Michael Novogratz(CEO) was the former a Partner and 
President of Fortress Investment Group LLC

Richard Tavoso(President) was the Managing Director at 
RBC Capital Markets, Head of the Global Arbitrage & 
Trading Division.

Team

---------------------------------- Analysis
Galaxy Digital has a multi-disciplinary team with rich 
experience in financial and blockchain market. Partnered 
with Block.one to announce joint venture for new $325 
million EOSIO Fund. Galaxy Digital has also successfully 
invested in blockchain start-ups such as Templum. Those 
investing case substantiate the professionalism of Galaxy 
Digital.

-------------------------

Profile

Operation Model
Galaxy digital has four distinct business lines, which include: 
trading (e.g. arbitrage), asset management (e.g. funds 
management) , principal investing (e.g.ICO investments), and 
advisory service, including capital markets, 
M&A/restructuring , technical consulting services to both 
start-ups and established institutions. Advisory fee are 
charged according to specific cases.

------------------
---------------

Score

14

website: www.galaxydigital.io

VENTURE

$250 MFund

Round

-----------------------

Profession of Advisor
Successful case
Partnership

GitHub 
Commits 
( Recent Half Year) 



Data source: token.security

Geographic Distribution 
of Security Token Offerings

Based on the current statistics, 
there have been 31 security 
token issued. 74% STO 
happened in the U.S., while 
16% STO was issued in Europe 
(Sweden, the Netherland, U.K., 
Austria), and the rest of STOs 
were in Panama, Canada.

STO issuance has become a 
popular financing methodology 
for companies in the U.S. and 
Europe. 

16%. 

74%. 
10% 
Others



Thanks to the blockchain technology,
the tokenization process facilitates
liquidity for real assets, which attracts
over 31 companies in Finance, Real
Estate, Agriculture, and TMT industries
to issue security tokens for their
investors. According to the current list,
STO issuance is most welcomed by
financial fund (29%) and real state
market (10%).

Data source: token.security

Sector Distribution 
of Security Token Offerings

BR11
Andra Capital
Atomic
Capital
Corl
Siafunds
INDX

Aspen Digital
Leaseum Partaner
Block Estate

BizShake
Sisu
Vertalo
Stellar



One of the benefits of security token is
that the STO can meet the legal 
compliance requirement. Among the 31 
current security tokens, 5 of them has 
filed with the financial management 
authority. BlockSafe Technologies, Andra
Capital, Science Blockchain, and Corl
Financial Technologies have filed their 
Form D.

Data source: token.security

Legal Compliance
of Security Token Offerings

Form D filed 



Security Token Issuance in October

• Company Name: Elio Motors
• Token Name: ElioCoin
• Platform: tZERO
• Start Date: Sep 20, 2018 (Security token pre-sale)
• Current Status: Completed

Brief Introduction

Risks
• ElioCoin has not been registered under the Securities 

Act, bring legal concern

• Considering the intense competition of automotive 
market, Elio Motors may not be able to generate 
positive earnings to its investors.

-------------------------

Reasons to invest 
• According to Elio Motors, 24.1M reservations have been     

received, which represents 411.6M potential orders and 
a large production requirement.

• Elio Motors discloses its financial reports at SEC filing 
since 2015, providing sufficient information for 
investment analysis.

• Elio Motors signs MoU with Automotive Fortune 500 
OEM to provide powertrain, which can reduce the 
company’s research cost by 120M, giving a rise to the 
profit of Elio Motors.

Overview----------------------
-------------------------

Elio Motors is a vehicle designer, developer and 
manufacturer. Founded in 2009, Elio Motors is a 
development stage company, focusing on a eco-friendly 
three-wheel vehicle which gives 84 miles per gallon at $7,450 
base price. Elio Motors issued its Regulation A offering at 
Feb, 2016, and the company’s current stock price at OTC 
market is $3.24/share.  Elio Motors officially launched the 
pre-sale of the ElioCoin security token in September, 
targeting a capital raise of $25M.

-------------------------

Eilo stock price change in the most recent year at OTC market



Security Token Offering in October

• Company Name: The BR11 Token Fund
• Token Name: BR11
• Partners with Exchange: To be announced
• Start Date: Oct 22, 2018 (Security token main sale)
• Current Status: Ongoing

Brief Introduction

Risks
• Without SEC registration, BR11 may not be able to 

prove its compliance

• The fund raised from the STO will be invested in the 
selected startups. Nevertheless, the future performance 
of the startups is hard to predict, which adds risk to the 
BR11 token.

-------------------------

Reasons to invest in 
• BR11 Security Token can be translated into an 

investment in 11 Brazilian technology startups with 
revenue and market share, which is a good way to 
diversify investment risks.

• BR11 will partner with at least one Security Token 
Exchange to guarantee its liquidity.

• BR11 token value will be mostly based on its high-profile 
startup portfolio performance instead of the state of the 
cryptocurrency markets, which shows more reliability to 
investors.

Overview---------------
-------------------------

The BR11 Token Fund allows investors to invest in 11 pre-
selected high growth startups in Brazil and receive proceeds 
from liquidity events. Investors buy BR11 Tokens using crypto 
or fiat currency and benefit from ownership in following 11 
companies.

COMPANY INDUSTRY FUNDS ALLOCATED EQUITY
Veek Mobile Services $715,000 - $1,430,000 2.5% to 5%

Noalvo Advertising $750,000 - $1,500,000 8% to 16%

Brasil By Bus Tickets, Travel, Apps $1,500,000 - $3,000,000 8% to 16%

Taylor Cryptocurrency $600,000 - $1,100,000 9.81% to 16.67%

Trakto Marketing, Social Media $487,500 - $975,000 7.5% to 15%

Super Agendador Business Management $425,000 - $850,000 5% to 10%

Moobi Mobility $750,000 - $1,500,000 8% to 16%

Smart Hint E-Commerce services $300,000 - $600,000 5% to 10%

Vai Car Mobility $550,000 - $1,100,000 2.5% to 5%

Melhor Envio E-Commerce, Logistics $750,000 - $1,500,000 8% to 16%

INTI Tickets $1,500,000 - $3,000,000 8% to 16%

----------------------------



Upcoming Security Token Offering

According to Security token calendar of Tokenmarket.net, the statistic, 6 security
token offering were ended by the ended of October. Twelve more security token
offerings, showing below, will be opened in the following day.

Highlights

Upcoming STO
Rise
Opens 1. Nov 2018 Close 30. Nov 2018
Wall Street Advanced AI Trading for the Masses

Gramarye Media
Opens 1. Nov 2018 Close 30. Dec 2018
Story incubator disrupts Hollywood model

DESICO
Opens 7. Nov 2018 Close 25. Jan 2019
Fully legal decentralized platform for security ICOs

Mash
Europe’s first Security Token Offering for a late stage
company

Blockpit
Opens TBA Close  TBA
Fighting the tax struggles of crypto traders worldwide

Leasum Partners
Opens TBA Close  TBA
Real estate backed token paying out dividends

New York Real Estate Coin
Opens TBA. Close  TBA
Real estate investment fund

Vertalo
Opens TBA  Close  TBA
Certified Stakeholder Relations Network

Liechtenstein 
Cryptoassets
Exchange

MovieCoin

Blockstate

hypd

Data source: tokenmarket.net
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Final Thoughts on Security Token Offering

There was a backlash to ICOs due to market 
uncertainty, lack of regulation, obvious fraud 
and speculation, and warnings from 
governments. 

As Ernst& Yong reported 86% of ICO’s worth 
less than Listing Price and only 29% have MVP. 
ICOs have picked up a bad rap in recent times. 
With as much as 81% of ICOs being scams, the 
current ICO model is founded on a series of 
conflicts of interest and creating unreasonable 
token price volatilities.

ICO Backlash

Most recently, we have been seeing a shifting trend for
fundraising through blockchain technology. More and
more companies are leaning toward security Token
Offerings (STO). STO resolves the ICO issues, steps in
the right direction because of its regulatory compliance,
and will bring in more conscientious actors in the
market. It is estimated that STOs will grow to $10
trillions in the coming 10 years.

Enter the security token

ICO Fund Raised by Month 
Jan 2017 –Sept 2018
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about us
FinTech4Good (FT4G) is a global network which connects start-ups, investors,
industry leaders and public sectors to introduce impactful fintech and
blockchain solutions to frontier markets through incubation, acceleration and
investment.

www.fintech4good.co  |  info@fintech4good.co 


